






Document Document 



StG
Up to 1.5 M€ (+ 0.5 M€)  for 
5 years

First PhD awarded 2- 7 years
prior to 1st of Jan 2018
(PhD awarded from 1
January 2011 to 31
December 2015 (inclusive)

Starting own independent
research team or programme

At least one publication
without participation of PhD
supervisor

List up to 5 significant peer-
reviewed publications 
(highlighting those as main 
author), conference 
proceedings and/or 
monographs, invited 
presentations, patents etc

CoG
Up to 2.0 M€ (+0.75 M€) 
for 5 years

First PhD awarded 7 - 12
years prior to 1st of Jan
2018 (PhD awarded from 1
January 2006 to 31
December 2010 (inclusive)

Consolidating its own
independent research team

Several publications 
without participation of 
PhD supervisor

List up to 10 significant 
peer-reviewed publications 
(highlighting those as main 
author), conference 
proceedings and/or 
monographs, invited 
presentations, patents, etc

AdG
Up to 2.5 M€ (+1.0 M€) for 5 
years

No limitations in the years 
after PhD. Already 
established leaders

Significant Research 
Achievements in the last 10 
years

10 publication as senior
author

List up to 10 significant peer-
reviewed publications as
main author

3 Major research monographs
(of which at least 1 translated in
another language)
10 invited presentations in
conferences
5 granted patents
Involved in the organization of
3 well established int.
conferences, Prizes, etc







Ground-breaking nature and potential 
impact:
challenges, ambitious objectives, novel concepts

Feasibility:
appropriate approach, timescale, resources 

High risk/high gain balance:
new or unconventional methodology, major 
breakthrough

Intellectual capacity &
creativity:

Achievements
Independence
Initiating new lines of thinking



HI Support Letter
PhD Certificate
Ethical Issues

Part B1
Cover page (template)

Curriculum Vitae: 
max 2 pages

Early achievements 
track-record          
max 2 pages

Extended Synopsis of 
the Proposal          
max 5 pages

Part B2
Scientific Proposal: 
max 15 pages

Administrative 
Information





Not of sufficient quality
to pass to step 2.

You MAY NOT submit a
proposal in the next 2
years

High quality but not
sufficient to pass to step
2.

You MAY NOT submit a
proposal next year.

Sufficient quality to pass
to step 2.

Meets some but not all
elements of the ERC's
excellence criterion and
will not be funded
You MAY submit a
proposal next year

Fully meets the ERC's
excellence criterion and
is recommended for
funding































1. Understand the process.

The ERC publishes a Guide for Applicants as well as “Information to applicants”

2. Start many, many months before the deadline. 

Unless your story is a winner straight from the inception, you will need lots of time for refining

and revising the main idea and the many problems.

3. Reserve several weeks for writing.

You will need lots of time for collecting data, shaping the story, and checking the

references. Consider a 2–3 weeks for the writing alone, plus appropriate time for polishing.

4. Get plenty of feedback.

Your proposal will first be reviewed from people in your discipline, but not necessarily from

people in your field.

5. Rely on local expertise.
- Grants Office

- If you have a colleague who is already funded by the ERC, check with her or him as well



6. Sell yourself but don’t be naive
Your proposal will be assessed on two criteria:

- 50% is your project, and it will be up to you to come up with a great idea.
- 50%, is your past achievements, and you will have to work hard on these.

What you need is convincing evidence for impact and excellence:
Facts on awards, papers, talks, supervised students, your quality as advisor
Your ability to shape and create research fields. Play by numbers: acceptance rates, citations,
downloads. Check the list of past grantees, their numbers and achievements to get an idea of
what you're up against.
Attracting funding or initiating novel research lines, team leader, coordinator



• In your CV you are selling yourself, not describing yourself. 

• Identify your relative strengths and make them stand out. 

• In case you are not the main author of some publications- put the journal impact 
factors in bold, so a quick scan of the page will highlight the great journals rather 
than your position on them. 

• In case the journals you have published are not top but still the work is important-
don’t put the journal impact factor in bold, instead put your number of citations in 
bold.

• Use the description "scientific contributions to the field” to show how you are 
uniquely suited to run the project that you have proposed. 

• Don’t make Part B1 as simple summary of Part B2. Use it to discuss the novelty of 
the approach or the concept. Each document needs to be able to stand alone. 



Identify the challenges in your field

- Describe your research vision for the future (what is the research question)
- What is(are) the problem(s) and challenge(s)
- To what extend are you able to address this challenge?
- Why now and/or why is it urgent?
- What impact your project will have if successful (for science , technology etc)

Clear title, clear abstract, structure and plan.

- You're a researcher, so you know how to organize things, don't you? Now all you
need to do is to put this in writing: tasks, dependences, milestones, evaluations,
and measurable success criteria. The point of this exercise is not for the ERC to
ask you to follow the plan by the letter once the project starts; the point of this
exercise is for the reviewers to see that you can organize things.

- Think of the reviewer as a bored, nasty, uninterested, overloaded, overcommitted,
latently aggressive, and totally uninterested ignorant person. Even so, he or she
should get interested in your proposal after a short glimpse of ten
seconds. Get to the point and use a clear language. Don’t try to fill the pages
with blabla bla.



• As a rough length guide, think of ~4 pages for state-of-the-art and objectives, ~2 
pages for progress beyond state-of-the-art, ~8 pages for methodology, ~1 page for 
budget.

• You need to be ambitious. Prove that you are thinking as future PI, not as a post-
doc. The ERC sees itself more like a “genius award”, to fund the best and brightest. 

• The application needs to have an accurate assessment of risk – do you have a back-
up plan in case that approach doesn’t work? Why is it that you have a shot of 
getting this to work while no one else does? (if it is due to your training or past 
successes, this should be the focus on Part B1). 

• You need to show a future career path. The ERC is not just funding a project, it is 
funding the start of a new elite laboratory. You need to have tangible outcomes 
during the 5 year period, but there should also be a sense of how you will build on 
this after the grant has finished.

• Ethical issues- If it just involves mice a simple referral to an animal ethics 
committee should be sufficient, if it involves humans or primates you need to 
demonstrate that you have sufficient knowledge of the ethical and legal framework 
to make your project practical.



State of the Art and Objectives
- Start with one paragraph shortly explaining the 

Aims 
Significance

- Continue with 
State of the Art

Methodology
- Methodology per objective (1,2,3 or a,b,c)
- Challenges
- Strategy, Tasks, detailed approach per objective. Three objectives is the sweet spot
- Feasibility (facilities, know-how, collaborations, previous data etc)
- Risk analysis. If risky have a plan B and write about it!!! 
- Ethics !!!
- Time schedule and work flow
- References written in the footer (easy for the reviewer and more professional)

Resources
- Costs (in table format- Gantt chart, colors)
- Justification of resources

POLISH. With an ERC grant, you're applying for the highest individual funding one 
can get in Europe. Do your homework.





ERC homepage: https://erc.europa.eu/

Participant portal: 
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/home.html 

Funding and grants home: http://erc.europa.eu/funding-and-grants
StG:https://erc.europa.eu/funding/starting-grants
CoG: https://erc.europa.eu/funding/consolidator-grants
AdG: https://erc.europa.eu/funding/advanced-grants
PoC: https://erc.europa.eu/funding/proof-concept

Info on previously funded projects https://erc.europa.eu/projects-
figures/erc-funded-projects

FP7 database of proposals: http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/projects_en.html

Success stories: https://erc.europa.eu/projects-figures/stories

ERC national statistics: https://erc.europa.eu/projects-figures/statistics


